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Activate the ultimate power source!Â  Prayer and confession of Scripture are two of the most

powerful weapons we have in life. They connect us to God and allow His power to flow to us in

every situation. Prayers That Rout DemonsÂ combines powerful prayers with decrees taken from

Scripture to help you overcome demonic influence and opposition inÂ your life. It includes an

introduction to spiritual warfare and biblical principles for praying along with specific declarative

warfare prayers for every circumstance. Discover how to release the fire of the living God to preach,

prophesy, heal the sick, and cast out demons. Prayers That Rout DemonsÂ is your reference guide

for defeating the devil. Break the powers of darkness and release the blessings and favor of God in

your life today!Â 
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I am writing this review to every Christian who does not yet war in prayer, or has not yet understood

the privilege and responsibility of spiritual warfare. This is a must have prayer book for ALL

CHRISTIANS. It's practical, simple, powerful and effective. As most of the reviews have already

noted, it is a spiritual warfare book, therefore it would be wise to couple it with a good amount of

Bible study, and not use it to replace your Bible, or personal prayer time with the Lord. The author

helps by giving direct scriptural references for what he is talking about in the prayers. As Believers,

we are ALL being called more than ever to the spiritual battle lines. And tools like this are essential

in that process for every Believer. This is one of the best prayer manuals ever.I do suggest not

trying to pray all of them at the same sitting (especially if you're unfamiliar with spiritual warfare), but



let the Lord lead you as to which prayers are necessary for you. As the old adage goes, 'don't fix

what isn't broken.' So if you feel a prayer or two may not apply to you, just turn the page to the next

one. I love the prayers for the nation, for protection, and the confession on page 5, which I believe

can be applicable to all of us. These are the best ones to start with if you're reluctant about some of

the others. This little book is the best manual I've ever found for intercessory prayer, and I do

believe it's every Believer's must have.Initially when I saw this on , I was put off by the title, because

I don't like stuff that goes off the "deep end." But I was able to quickly look inside online, and was

surprised at how healthy, practical and engaging it was. There's more to the book than is actually

conveyed by the title.
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